Anticipated aid/bookstore credit instructions
Dates for when anticipated aid and bookstore credits will begin for each will be found on the main website
as well as your Netpartner home page. Please note that if you have a 3rd or B session (not 100% online) that
any books for those classes will need to be purchased when the full session anticipated aid is available.
Please review the below information on how to see this information in your fee bill.
**Notice: Academic eligibility for continuing students on remediation contracts cannot be evaluated
until all prior terms grades have been submitted. This means that if you are given a credit and use it,
then it is determined you do not meet academic requirements for Federal aid, any aid is then removed
but you are still responsible for any bookstore charges.* Please also view the below note in regards to
credits being added later that could affect your eligibility.**
Below are the steps to see your anticipated aid and view any remaining balance or bookstore credit:
1. Log into your myLSUA
2. Click on the self service link
3. Click on the "finances" tab

4. Click on the balance link
5. Make sure you are looking at the current term/semester and hit "change". *make sure to hit change even if
the semester you are looking at was already selected.*

6. If your anticipated balance is $0 or in parenthesis, ex: ($200), you may have a bookstore credit. *Disregard
the balance from other period if you have made your schedule for a future semester/term. View the
SUMMARY TOTAL line (first line) for your balance for that term/semester only.*
7. View fee bill by charges and credits. If a charge to the bookstore appears, that is how much is currently
available.

Once we begin disbursements your bookstore charge will reflect only what you spent, any leftover aid will
be processed as a credit balance.

*NOTICE: Any posted credits can change if changes to your schedule are made, cost are added to your fee
bill (housing, meal plan, fines, etc.), loss in eligibility due to verification or other, etc. It is the students
responsibility to monitor frequently their fee bill in self service throughout the semester to ensure no
charges are owed. Any credit used at the bookstore must be repaid even if eligibility for the credit changes
at a later date.

